
△ opening ceremony △ Secretary General (Takao Mr. Shimura)

We will do the opening ceremony from now. We received a greeting from the chair.

○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. And hit the opening, and I would like to 
say a few words greeting.
Today,  in  2015  first  times  Gifu  prefectural  assembly  regular  meeting  to  Kudasari  according  to  convene  the 
legislators  Dear,  I  can be  opening.  Is  what  you discuss  in  this  regular  meeting,  in  2015 fiscal  Gifu  general 
accounting budget,  such as  all  is  an important  project,  aimed at  creating "national  father-in-law of  the clear 
stream", now in Gifu Prefecture of political direction It is an important Congress to consider. Congress plays roles 
enough, as you can reflect the voice of the residents in Gifu Prefecture of politics,, including the challenge of Gifu 
Prefecture of politics, please, take sufficient deliberation.
 To everyone of lawmakers and executive part, ask the cooperation for the parliamentary and the greetings of the 
opening.

△ Secretary General (Takao Mr. Shimura) you can just had a greeting from the governor.

◎ governor (Furuta Hajime-kun)

Good morning.

Opening Upon actual, I I would like to say a few words greeting.

Today, the place where I was allowed to convene a fiscal twenty first time seven years Gifu Prefectural Assembly 
regular meeting, attended by everyone how lawmakers, Thank you very much.

Proposals  to  the  agenda  now  Congress,  including  the  2015  fiscal  initial  budget,  in  advancing  the  political 
management of the next year, Gifu Prefecture, one will also be extremely important. Enough to ask that get to go 
the meeting and the greeting of the opening.
△ Secretary General (Takao Mr. Shimura) This Womochimashite concludes the opening ceremony.

(Agenda, described, such as the name list of the attendees I have been omitted)

△ February 24 ten three opening

 ○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun)

And opened the 2015 first times Gifu Prefectural Assembly regular meeting from now, and then open the today's 
meeting.
(Nomination of the conference proceedings signature lawmakers by the Chair (lawmakers to ensure whether the 
proceedings are correct),  submission of various matters of reporting (proposals, such as the audit results) are 
omitted.)

○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun)
The dates third it will assume agenda. We will request a description of the governor for submitting proposals.

Hajime Mr. Governor Furuta.

◎ governor (Furuta Hajime-kun)

[And described in Gifu Prefecture of political management of the basic policy]
• In six years ago in 2009 and established the "Gifu Prefecture, long-term vision" as a measure of the problem of 
population decline, it has been carrying out activities on the basis of this.

• For the population decrease problem, Japan Creation conference of 2014 big topic by the announcement of (was 



reconstruction  from the  Great  East  Japan  Earthquake  and  Tohoku  creation,  it  has  been  inaugurated  private 
meetings  in  order  to  carry  out  the  Japan  creating  it  in  the  machine)  next,  (the  government  of  the  central 
government and the country units) population decline and regions activates the government was a top priority 
even twenty six years established the "town-people, job creation headquarters", "town-people, work Creation Act 
"was enacted, concrete efforts began.

Corresponding to the "town-people, job creation," ... the development of rapid aging population in Japan, halt the 
decline in population, it is a positive excessive concentration of population in the Tokyo metropolitan area, it may 
live in their respective regions to ensure the environment, in order to continue to maintain the Japanese society a 
vibrant future, one person people have hopes and dreams, the formation of a community that can be engaged in 
peace the rich life with moisture, is responsible for the community rich and integrally promote that the creation of 
a variety of employment opportunities attractive in securing and region of diverse human resources individuality

· In light of these things, in the 2015 fiscal year, it is a challenge to the creation "national father-in-law of the clear 
stream", is larger

Make policy (that of efforts by local governments do become mainly) in the two pillars
↓
Description of the two pillars for the "clear stream of national father-in-law" Creation]
1.  for  the  "clear  stream of  country father-in-law,"  making the entire  surface of  deployment  "clear  stream of 
country father-in-law two thousand and twenty Project" (2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic held, to maximize 
and whole line opening of the Tokai ring motorway as efforts),
- "Clear stream of national father-in-law" brand of attractive calling
And activities to actively sports
· In order to strongly accelerate the promotion "Gifu Prefecture growth and employment strategy" efforts to charm 
creation of regional,
And strengthening of agriculture, forestry and fisheries
- "Clear stream" preservation of the environment
, Culture and arts promotion of
· Strongly to promote the development of human resources responsible for the future

※  was  compiled  in  the  foundation  of  the  opinion  in  the  opinion  exchange  meeting  with  people  who  are 
representative of Gifu Prefecture growth and employment strategy prefecture industry, basic policy for industrial 
policy

2. tough to live with peace of mind "clear stream of national father-in-law."
Measures such as people become less of delaying the people and marriage not to get married

- As efforts by efforts medical and welfare of cooperation to pregnancy, childbirth and child-rearing,
And strengthening of the regional medical system
And maintenance and doctors ensure the home care provision system
And welfare enhancement of

• To promote the "Gifu Prefecture toughening plan" care and nurturing and securing of staff as a major policy to 
the tough live by strongly promoting peace of mind "clear stream of national father-in-law."
And strengthening of disaster prevention awareness and disaster response force
And disaster development of emergency transportation road to function effectively at the time of
And public transportation of maintenance ensure such a purpose
[A description of the proposal such as that submitted to Congress]
 Bill that was submitted to this Congress, budget relationship twenty-six cases, ordinance relationship thirty-two 
cases, other projects in the eighteen cases, a total of seventy-eight reviews
March twenty Gifu Prefecture for seven fiscal initial budget has been escaped from the "bond issuance permit 
organizations" (indicating the percentage of debt repayment as a percentage of local government revenue "real 
debt service ratio" is eighteen percent or more of the municipalities), also challenges remain
It - the aging of the measures and to prevent public facilities which may be mentioned the challenges, cost of 



security is to start that increased naturally, it is not moderation also supports such as → next year of increase of 
funds by local governments need It will be the fiscal management to the extent
Scale formic first issue of the 2015 fiscal budget formic until fourteenth No.
 → general account budget is an increase of three consecutive years, the budget scale is also large
General accounting 790.7 billion 90 million yen
Special account 124 100 000 000 80 million yen
Total 914.9 billion 70 million yen
 ※ to manage the entry and exit of money where there is a special account public charges and usage fees, such as 
its  own revenue  that  manage  the  entry  and  exit  of  widely  done  is  business  money with  generally  accepted 
accounting residents
 
<Overview of key policy>
1. "clear stream of national father-in-law" chestnut entirely deployment, there is a thing that should be in the seven 
items.
 Promotion of 1 "clear stream of country father-in-law two thousand and twenty projects"
Event events such as
· "Hana Festa two thousand and fifteen father-in-law"
→ place a rich natural environment of Gifu Prefecture through the flower
 
- "Thirty-ninth Annual Ikuki-sai"
→ inheritance awareness to protect and nurture the forests and clear stream to the next generation
 
- "Clear stream of national father-in-law" brand improvement of
→  strengthening  the  world's  agricultural  heritage  of  the  candidate  (in  February  2015  at  the  time)  for  the 
certification of "Ayu of clear stream Nagara" efforts, the inheritance of the UNESCO intangible cultural heritage 
"the Mino Japanese paper"
Promotion of Sports (Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Efforts anticipation, etc.)
- Opened a sports science center
→ enhancement of scientific support to athletes
• To build the excavation and training Furokuramu of junior players
- People with disabilities efforts to Sports → gymnasium, maintenance of indoor heated pool, Efforts to such as 
people with disabilities sport itself popular
Sports  Commission  (captured  an  important  industry  sports,  professional  organizations  responsible  for  urban 
marketing are specialized in sports) training camp invitation to the training area by and, tournament attracting
- Nagara stadium renovation
→ FC efforts towards the J1 promotion of Gifu
Attractive creation of regional
- To extend and improve support for municipal business
· Immigration, domiciliation promotion to the prefecture
By leveraging the vacant house, the promotion of that live people of other prefectures in a certain period of time 
prefecture (two local residents)
- Shirakawa-go I do tourism promotion utilizing principal ridgepole village and local resources, such as Ayu of 
Nagara
We proceed with efforts Linear Chuo Shinkansen "linear leverage strategy" to the original
→ the opening effect of linear central Shinkansen was spread to the fullest in the prefecture, we will proceed 
strategic regional development of Gifu Prefecture

※  Linear  Chuo Shinkansen Central  Japan Railway (JR Tokai)  Tokyo is  such as  planning and construction - 
Nagoya - Development Plan route connecting between Osaka

2 "Gifu Prefecture growth and employment strategy"
We provide the human resource development base for growth industries such as aerospace field
Promote the development of a new manufacturing base
Efforts to support the small and medium-sized enterprises
Al in the prefecture of corporate support to be transferred the head office functions in the prefecture



And companies to put the "industrial development Promotion Office" is the expansion and enhancement within 
the prefectural government of that to assist the money for is located. → factory land development
Industrial Development Promotion Office "→ By performing the basic surveys of the factory site candidate sites 
of municipalities, to help to be able to transition early to project implementation.
And women and  disabilities  to  support  the  employment  of  persons.  The  installation  re-employment  support 
enhancements → woman of a comprehensive human resources challenge Center "Employment of People with 
Disabilities Business Support Center"
※ "employment of people with disabilities Business Support Center"
Professional  staff,  suggestions  and work  development  that  people  with  disabilities  can  be  active,  to  provide 
support, such as advice on acceptance system development for for people with disabilities.

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries lead to 3 future
• In the agricultural sector, other things to become human development and securing and the production and 
distribution  expansion  of  the  feed  for  the  rice  center,  to  support  the  strengthening  of  the  livestock  industry 
production.
• In the forestry sector, to build a production and supply of seedlings in cooperation with the private operators.
To ensure forest management is get on
→ development and diffusion of next-generation overhead line yarding technology.
It will be the introduction of advanced forestry technology.
• In the water industry, towards the revival of Ayu kingdom maintenance

※ next-generation overhead wires yarding technology
To timber production and prefecture of the overhead line overhead line (build a such as power lines and phone 
lines) training curriculum in Gifu Prefecture, and received advice from the German technician, new ones to be 
performed for the purpose of creating the overhead line training curriculum

 
4 conservation and utilization of "clear stream" environment
- Of water source forest conservation and utilization of forest woodlands

· Towards the introduction of natural renewable energy
→ development of small hydro facilities that utilize woody biomass utilization facilities and agricultural water
- For wildlife harm measures Place the "birds and beasts harm measures room", wildlife damage control expert 
guidance arrangement
 
5 promotion of culture and the arts
By opening the Gifu clear stream Plaza, expand a variety of planning of citizens participation. With the arrival of 
a new director, citizens from the county museum is going to increase the opportunity to touch the art.

Enhancement of human resources responsible for 6 future
And human resources that can be active in the global society, to cultivate the human resources such that it can pull 
the industry of the prefecture.
By "Children shine Plan", we will promote the development of the school. "Gifu Prefecture, home education 
support ordinance" was based, Hiroru the movement to promote family education.
And established the "School Safety Division"
→ corresponding to crisis incidents such as bullying and disaster surrounding the students.

※ "Children shine Plan"
Independence support education that bring out the possibility of one person.
※ "School Safety Division"
Division to support the "School is a place that can be peace of mind at any time safety".
※ "Gifu Prefecture, home education support ordinance"
support for children, to the home environment, such as can feel the joy in the healthy growth
 
7 development of network infrastructure



Development of the motorway and trunk road towards the regional revitalization, safety and peace of mind
Tough live in peace "clear stream of national father-in-law" is deployed in three directions
Promotion of 1 declining birthrate
• The strengthening marriage help more
• To establish a system of assistance for infertility treatment
And children are often family of sick, convalescent child childcare charges free of such

2 medical care, improvement of welfare and strengthen cooperation
And enhancement of development challenged children of support
- Impair the health and behavior of the person, the base to accept urgently the people with disabilities and ends up 
affecting behavior in others and installation
- People with disabilities, consultation support and disabilities with the support of adulthood
- Such as obstetrics and gynecology and pediatrics physician securing doctor shortage department
And implementation of training
Alata provide a lending system of training funds
Supporting the medical institutions to dispatch doctors, from Zhongshan or between the center portion to the 
distant land

※ mountainous areas from the outer edge of the mountainous plains

3 promote the "Gifu Prefecture toughening Plan".
 Tough Regional Development
And disaster prevention information development of communication system
We set up a practical think tank for, disaster prevention and mitigation
And strengthening of firefighters ensure measures
Accelerate the business continuity plan --BCP-- development of in-prefecture companies
· Eruption of Ontakesan also based, is provided with a "mountain distress and volcanic measures room", efforts 
were based on the discussions at the volcano disaster prevention measures Review Conference
 
- Earthquake resistance of the agricultural pool
- Erosion promote enhancements dam
-Emergency transportation road Based on the network development plan, to advance the road extension and glue 
surface measures
-Border applied to the roads and large rivers long-span bridges earthquake resistance, such as

→ proceed with road building to function effectively in the event of a disaster

※ research institutions, primarily to propose a think tank policy
※ meeting for measures to volcanoes and disaster of the volcano disaster prevention measures Review Conference 
prefecture
※ dam that was built to protect Chisun dam green spaces and forests
Pond made in order to ensure the ponds agricultural water ※
Ensure life safety and security
And public transportation of maintaining secure, to promote traffic safety measures for school road, etc.
· Property with respect to crime and sexual violence victims, twenty corresponding with a four-hour-a-day "sex 
crimes and sexual violence victims
One-stop support center (tentative name) "is developed
The main matters of county revenue

Prefecture of taxes, against the background of the gradual recovery of the domestic economy, as compared to the 
previous year's initial budget, has added 222.6 billion yen of the 18.1 billion yen increase.
In addition, the local allocation tax is added 172.9 billion yen.
 
About Money Transferred (funds to be allocated to compensate for the lack of balance of payments), while the 
money transferred from the financial adjustment fund (money to keep accumulating in order to adjust the fiscal) is 



increased, the country grants the (funds to aid financial) Along with a decrease of carried over from the funding 
source to install the various Fund (financial underlying funds), it has become a twenty-two billion yen.

Such as by prefectural land tough enhance (supple and strong) of measures for the prefecture bonds (prefecture of 
debt), we are adding 114.5 billion yen of increase 3.4 billion yen compared with the previous fiscal year.
Discussions  fifteenth  No.  2014  fiscal  general  account  supplementary  budget  (country,  budget  of  local 
governments) for
Things that go promoted
Gifu business toward creation
And efforts that would lead to evoke the consumption
Building a stable supply of-prefecture material
And emergency disaster prevention measures
Cash reserve of which includes the re-establishment of-prefectural office building
-Funded to prepare for funding measures

※ are felled at the provincial timber prefecture of forest, it has been processed in the prefecture wood products
Due to savings efforts of reduction and cost of tax subsidies, as a whole scale of the supplementary budget has 
become a reduction of 1.806 billion yen.
Formic sixteenth No. discussions until the twenty-sixth issue is the supplementary budget of the Special Account, 
any thought such as a row jar expected during the year, it is intended to correct the things necessary.
Budget  that  changed the original  budget  in  the event  that  took place after  the supplementary budget  budget 
established 

※Formic  twenty-seventh  issue  to  issue  Gidai  fifty-eight  is  the  establishment,  revision  or  abolition  of  the 
ordinance. For the main thing

Ki twenty-seventh issue, the newly set up a special accounting (general accounting separate accounting and) in the 
ordinance
Ki twenty-eighth issue, for such constant prefectural staff
• The agenda twenty-nine issue, revision of the salary review and allowance
• The agenda thirty-two issue, discontinuation of administrative guidance and disposal
It defines the procedures required of and administrative guidance
· Agenda thirty-three issue, supporting the operators to cooperate with firefighting team activity
· Agenda thirty-four issue, to increase the target municipalities to cede authority and administrative Ken have
· Agenda thirty-five issue, we have established a fourth parking lot to the Nagara River Playing Field, fit the usage 
fee as of revenues designated manager
· Agenda thirty-six issue, was enhanced sports science training center, to change the name to the "Sports Science 
Center"
→ leverages sports medicine and science, in cooperation researchers and professionals in various fields, to work 
on support for the competitiveness of some of the Yukari player improvement in Gifu Prefecture.
· Agenda forty-one issue, add the standards for food hygiene management
· Agenda forty-two issue, review the criteria for projects and facilities and management related to the elderly 
welfare
·  Agenda forty-three issue,  for  the "developmental  disability support  center" of  Prefectural  Kibogaoka in the 
school, because it was moved to the stomach's Center Toki 阜県 disabilities, positioned as a facility of public

→  to  people  with  developmental  disabilities  in  Gifu  prefecture,  the  agency  that  performs  a  comprehensive 
support. Person family is relieved to be able to go live in the area.
· Agenda forty-four issue, review the criteria for businesses such as day service each
· Agenda forty-seven items, such as the responsibilities and obligations of basic philosophy and prefectural and 
businesses such as with respect to the contract public, determine the underlying matters
· Agenda forty-nine issue, reduce the amount of the contributions relating to the business or to improve the land to 
perform in steep areas such as the slope of the land
· Agenda fifty-three items, wooden apartment with a constant fire performance, for the apartment, shall be exempt 
from the contact road obligation of exit



· Agenda fifty-four issue, for the new education length that is special service, has established a case that can be 
exempted from the obligation to devote themselves to their duties, determine the monthly salary based on the 
Council's opinion
※  (the government agency) administrative guidance and to companies and organizations, that is tuned to the 
desired direction by the recommendation and advice
※ goals and ideas basic philosophy municipality is put to the root
※ that Those in need of day care service is asked to take care of a certain period of time
Safety, such as a building ※ against fire performance fire
※ obligation to the width of the contact road duty road and the building is in contact with the two meters or more
※ profession that is defined in the law for the special positions individually the job
 
Discussions from the fifty-ninth No. discussions until the seventy-sixth issue, other matters description
Proposed projects description
And construction of contract
• The opinions and comprehensive external audit contract to changes in new Maruyama dam construction on the 
design of the policy I tie up
· Prefectural to seek an opinion on the request for examination in case you did not pay the high school tuition
Determination of policy for, Gifu Prefecture declining birthrate
· Prefectural authorization for second mid-term plan of three hospital
- Of disaster prevention helicopter updates and disposal of old aircraft
※ contract for the purpose of completion of the contract work
※ claim to be when you had a complaint to the disposal from the examination request Agency
※ plan to achieve the medium-term target that has been nominated from the second medium-term plan countries
※ that a comprehensive external audit contract prefecture reports the results when audited by a third party, it was 
agreement and submit child
- Womochimashite and end for your description of the submitted projects or more. Thank you so that you will be 
for your deliberations.
○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) will ask the opinion. It can get out of you and each project that is on the agenda, 
(take  the  pros  and cons)  immediately  vote  for  the  appointment  consent  formic  seventy  sixth  No.  Education 
Committee I think want to do. This Is not your objection (opposite).
 [We have a person referred to as a "no objection"]
○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) I recognized that without your objection. Therefore, we have decided to vote 
immediately this proposal.

Now we will vote the seventy sixth No. discussions from.
 Opinion we will ask you. Do not have your objection to agreeing to the merits.
 [We have a person referred to as a "no objection"]
○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) I recognized that without your objection. Therefore, the merits've had decisions 
that you agree to this.

Seventy-sixth issue consent
○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) will ask the opinion. Because of such proposals perusal (perusal) ten four days 
from tomorrow to March 10, we want do with recess. This Is not your objection.

[We have a person referred to as a "no objection"]
 
○ chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) I recognized that without your objection. Thus ten four days up to March 10 
from tomorrow, we have decided to be a recess.
○ with a chairman (ostium Hiroshi kun) or more, we end all today's schedule.
  March 11 we will wish gatherings till ten o'clock.
  Dates of March 11 will be distributed in the near future.
  Today we will as end have this.
 
△ ten twenty-nine distributed Association


